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PROJECT PLANNINGAND COI{TROL

(Same for USOL Candidates)

Paper-M.C.401

TimeAllowed : Three Hoursl [Maximum Marks:80

Note :- Attempt five questions in all by selecting at least one
question from each Unit. All questions carry equal marks.

TINIT-I
1. What is a feasibility report ? What are its various

components ? Discuss the format of a good feasibility report.

2. Discuss the need and importance of understanding environment
for business opportunities. How the various stages of entering
into a business i.e. idea generation, short listing and selection
of a product/service are made ?

3. Write short notes on the following :

(a) Project identification, formulation and Plannine.

(b) Factory design and layout.

TNIT-II
4. Discuss the various elements of a successful sales plan. Explain

the various factors worth considering before formulating a sales
plan.
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5. What is the significance of market segmentation and prcduct

differentiation ? How future sales plans are prepared ?

6. Write short notes on the following :

(a) Future demand and distribution Analysis.

(b) Market Survey.

I.INIT-III

7 . What are the various capital budgeting techniques ? Discuss the

usage and application of capital budgeting techniques.

8. Write short notes on the following :

(a) Financial Viability Study.

(b) Analysis for new enterprise.

IJ]\{IT-TV

9. What are the various phases of projectimplementation ? Discuss

the various factors affecting project implementation.

10. Write short notes on the following :

(a) Project follow-up and monitoring"

(b) PERT and CPM.
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Paper-MC--408

TimeAllowed : Three Hoursl [Maximum Marks : 80

Note :- Attempt five questions in all, selecting at least one question

from each Unit. All questions carry equal marks.

LNIT-I

1 . Explain various skills required for successfi.rl trainerviz.intemal and

extemal trainer.

2. What is learning ? Discuss the various principles of leaming which

are relevant for imparting training to workers.

3. Explain various kinds of training and transfer of training.

UNIT_II

4. Write a descriptive note on Training Need Analysis of an

organisation. Also describe benefits of the Training NeedAnalysis.

5. Explain the process of identification oftraining and development

needs.
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UNIT-III

6. Explain experiential and non-experiential methods of training.

7 . Describe Development and Implementation of Training'

g. Explain three stages oftraining viz. preparatory implementation and

follow-up stage.

L}iIT_IV

g. Expiain steps involved intraining evaluationand various problems

ofevaluation.

1 0. "In training there is tangible cost but there is an intangible benefit" '

Discuss.
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TimeAllowed : Three Hoursl [Maximum Marks: 80

Note :- Attempt five questions, selecting at least one question from

each Unit. All questions carry equal marks.

UNIT-I

1. Discuss the attributes a fund manager should consider while

evaluating an investrnent opportunity. 16

2. Discuss various models for estimating the fundamental or intrinsic

price of securities under fundamental analysis. l6

3. What tools and techniques does an investor employ while doing

industry analysis ? l6

UNIT_II

4. What technioues are used for the valuation ofbonds ? Discuss their

assumotions and limitations. t6

5. What do you understand by Random Walk theory ? What are its

assumptions ?
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LT{IT_III

6. IntermsofMARKOWITZmodel, explainusingwordsandgtaphs,

how an investor identifies his optimum portfolio' 16

7 . Discuss the assumptions and application of Shape's Single Index

model.

8. Write short notes on :

(a) fuskdiversification

(b) Risk and Return of a Portfolio'

t6

TD{IT-IV

Discuss CAPM theory in detail.9.

10.

16

t6

Discuss the techniques of portfolio construction. How active and

passive portfolio management can be effectively done by the

corporate world ? 16
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